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Ballaké Sissoko & 
Vincent Segal

Chamber Music
     NOF14 >> 3700426912785 >> CD digipack

Once in a while an album comes along which really strikes a chord with 
press and public alike - Chamber Music is shaping up to be just such 
an album.
After huge commercial success in France, this masterpiece of subtle 
string interplay, of Malian and French musical miscegenation, is now 
released in the UK.
Ballaké and Vincent are master musicians both, with a shared sensibil-
ity for pushing the boundaries on their chosen instruments. Ballaké 
and his kora have graced his own albums on Label Bleu, with Toumani 
Diabaté on New Ancient Strings, and alongside piano supremo 
Ludovico Einaudi on Diario Mali. Vincent is a classical cellist who has 
recorded solo and with French ambient electro outfit Bumcello, whilst 
also contributing to a wide range of works by artists from Sting, to 
Blackalicious, to Elvis Costello, to Cesaria Evora, and beyond.
The duo recently supported Cesaria Evora at London’s Barbican, and 
return to the UK for more dates over the summer.
Chamber Music (on the acclaimed and eclectic French label No Format) 
is refined, subtle, captivating music-making, truly an album that will 
be cherished for years to come.

ADVERTISED IN FROOTS AND SONGLINES

1. Chamber Music  5.31
2. Oscarine   5.41
3. Houdesti   8.52
4. Wo Yé N’Gnougobine  5.51
5. Histoire de Molly  5.31
6. “Ma-Ma” FC   5.12
7. Regret - À Kader Barry 3.45
8. Halinkata Djoubé  5.08
9. Future    3.15
10. Mako Mady   6.06

Ballaké and Vincent are supporting Bassekou 
Kouyate on 2nd July at the Barbican Centre, 
London . They play the London Jazz Festival on 
21st November, with more dates tbc.

Ballaké and Vincent performed live on BBC 2’s 
The Review Show on 11th June

Ballaké and Vincent are guests of BBC Radio 
London’s DJ Ritu on 31st July

Reviews confi rmed in Guardian, Songlines, 
Froots, Echoes - more to come!

Press and PR by Riot Squad Publicity

“Ballaké Sissoko is an adventurous virtuoso, as 
he proved with this collaboration with the classi-
cally trained French cellist Vincent Segal, mixing 
African and western themes in exquisite, trance-
like improvisations.” 
Guardian

“An exemplary album that arguably confi rms Bal-
laké Sissoko as the pre-eminent practitioner of his 
craft.”
fROOTS

PRIORITY NEW RELEASE
Available Now 
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Orchestre National de Barbès
Rendez-vous Barbès

2741878 >> 794881970025 >> CD digipack

A very welcome return for the ONB with this new album, their 
fourth overall and first for Le Chant du Monde. Since exploding 
on to the scene with their debut live album in 1997 no-one has 
quite matched the ONB for hard rocking rai roots. The Rolling 
Stones played a track by the band before taking the stage on 
their 1999 Bridges to Babylon tour.
Youssef Boukella and the members of the collective are once 
again refreshed and raring to go, with an extensive tour that 
includes a UK date at the WOMAD festival. 
“As anyone who has seen the ONB live in concert will confirm, 
the multi-ethnic collective are at their best leaping about on 
stage, their infectious energy spilling over into the crowd and 
whipping all present into a state of collective frenzy. One 
thing’s for sure and that is that the ONB’s innovative mix of 
Maghrebin, African and Western influences had never been 
quite so successfully fused before this gregarious bunch came 
along.” Radio France International

1. Sidi Yahia-bnet Paris 5.08
2. Chkoun?   4.31
3. Nó Nó Nó   4.10
4. Chórfa   5.19
5. RDV Barbès  4.45
6. Jarahtini-Marhba-Jibóuhali 6.29
7. Ród Balek   3.42
8. Laafóu   7.00
9. Denya   5.04
10. Allah idaóuia  4.02

Recorded at Studio de la Seine, Paris

“although the hard-edged urban cool, gruff vo-
cals and deep and groovy rhythms remain, the 
solid North African roots of earlier releases are 
once more totally to the fore throughout.”
Froots

Orchestre National de Barbès play 
the WOMAD festival 0n 24th July

ADVERTISED IN FROOTS AND SONGLINES

PRIORITY NEW RELEASE
26th July 

Ahmed Bensidhoum (vocal, guellal, percussion)
Mehdi Askeur (vocal, accordion, perc)
Kamel Tenfiche (vocal, percussion)
Hafid Bidari (vocal, percussion)
Youssef Boukella (vocal, bass)
Michel Petry (drums)
Taoufik Mimouni (synthesizer)
Fathallah Ghoggal (Guitar)
Khliff Miziallaoua (piano, keyboards)
Manu Lehouezec (sax, bagpipes, ghyata)
Mustapha Maataoui (pianos, synths)
Bania. (karkabou)
Hanifi (guembri)
Benjamin Mercier (trumpet, bugle)
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LE BALLET NATIONAL DE GUINÉE-CONAKRY
Invite Bertrand Renaudin
Cristal   CR169   794881965724 
CD digipack   World/Guinea
The Djoliba National Ballet was formed by Sekou Toure in 1958 (surprisingly its first artistic 
director was the American singer Harry Belafonte), to promote Guinean music, dance, culture 
and ideology. Right from its earliest years the Djoliba National Ballet featured the most talented 
singers, musicians and dancers from Guinea’s different provinces. It has become a Guinean 
institution, and the members maintain their busy schedule today, rehearsing on a daily basis in 
the old neighbourhood boxing stadium in Conakry. This album was recorded in 1998 with two 
French jazz musicians guesting, drummer Bertrand Renaudin and saxophonist Xavier Cobo. Of 
particular note is the participation of the great Momo Wandel Soumah, one of Africa’s foremost 
jazz pioneers, now sadly deceased.           

 File under: World
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MILAN ZDRAVKOVIC
In The Wake Of The Phoenicians
World Village  479038   794881951024 
CD digibox   World/Mediterranean
An Ethnotronic Odyssey. With its different moods – sensuous, soft, bewitching – the magic of In 
the Wake of the Phoenicians resembles a journey of initiation. Each port of call is the pretext for 
a different stage in the development of the musical itinerary, which thus begins to sound like a 
metaphor of eternal landscapes, a pictorial allegory painted by a contemporary artist using 
ancient colours with a futurist varnish. Sometimes a chant rises like a muezzin’s prayer or a 
siren’s song, or a touch of flamenco or a Sardinian motif suddenly emerges mischievously, then 
a swaying rhythm appears before vanishing into the swirls of the synthesizers. By mixing ancient 
and modern, eminently contemporary electronic sounds with traditional instruments and vocals, 
In the Wake of the Phoenicians plays with every shade of blue in the Mediterranean ; this music 
is the soundtrack of a luxury cruise that touches on the universal. DEFINITELY ONE FOR FANS 
OF BUDDHA BAR!

TOUBAB ALL STARS
Mekfoul District
Iris Music   3002014   3464630020147 
CD digipack   World/France 
An infectious Afro-ska hybrid dubbed SkAfro! Mekfoul describes both a Berber vegetable dish – a 
kind of vegetarian cous-cous – and is the name given to the bustling, African-polyglot neighbor-
hood of La Goutte d’Or in Paris where the Toubab All Stars began in 2003. Mekfoul District is a 
spicy reunion of the rhythms and origins of the group: Paris, Dakar, Bamako, Yaounde, Kingston, 
LA. The Toubab All Stars are playing their first UK gig at WOMAD this summer.

Reviewed in Songlines (August/September issue)
ADVERTISED IN FROOTS AND SONGLINES
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SANTAIRES, EL FILÓN & ROBERTO CALVO
La Peña - The South American Social Club
Winter & Winter  910163-2   025091016327 
CD digipack   World/Argentina
The album »La Peña« presents today’s Argentinean folklore and tango, music that is performed 
to escape for a few hours from the daily routine in South America. The instrumental and vocal 
groups Santaires and El Filón and the guitarist Roberto Calvo recorded their favourite songs to 
spread around the world this soulful music played at penãs.

La Peña
T h e  S o u T h  A m e r i c A n  S o c i A l  c l u b

S A n T A i r e S ,  e l  F i l ó n  &  r o b e r T o  c A l v o

VARIOUS ARTISTS
Zen Hôyô - Liturgy of Zen Buddhism
Ocora    C560231   794881969623 
CD digipack   World/Japan 
A monastic rite of Rinzai Zen Buddhism: an alternation of the recitation of sûtras and prayers 
with instrumental sequences, traditional cult instruments joined by the resonant stones of vol-
canos and the bamboo of the shakuhachi flute - voices and instruments united in search for 
sûnyatã (vacuity).
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JORGE HUMBERTO
Ar De Nha Terra
Lusafrica   024002   3567250240022 
CD digipack   World/Cape Verde
Ar de Nha Terra was recorded last summer on the island of São Vicente, while Jorge Humberto 
was on vacation on his native island. Once again, Humberto, who was already considered one of 
the most assertive and well-rounded composers of the current generation, overdoes himself both 
musically and lyrically. With his coarse voice and the words of his songs sung as if he were drink-
ing them drop by drop. Jorge Humberto transports us into the ambience, stories, and landscapes 
of the islands.
Here we have a CD that continues the plot that began with Guentá in 1992 and continued with 
Móiabo um Consolá (1995), Portexperimental (1998) and Identidade (2004). Here, in Ar de Nha 
Terra, the metaphors born in the deepest reaches of Jorge Humberto’s São Vicentan and Cape 
Verdean soul abound, reaching pinnacles of revolt, nostalgia and melancholy.
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ALI REZA GHORBANI
Songs of Rebirth - Tribute to Rumi
Accords Croisés  AC122   794881880621 
CD hardback digipack World/Iran 
Born in the midst of the turbulence of 1970s and 80s Iran, Ghorbani has laid claims to being a 
worthy successor of the man regarded as the undisputed master of Persian classical song, 
Mohammed Reza Shadjarian. His new album is a tribute to the great Persian poet of the 13th 
Century, Jalal ad-Din Rumi - a mystic poet and spiritual guide who has deeply influenced 
Sufism. His name is closely related to the Order of the Whirling Dervishes. The album’s eight 
tracks feature Ghorbani’s superb voice with instrumentation comprised of tar, kamancheh, ney, 
tonbak and daf. As usual with Accords Croisés the packaging and accompanying notes are exem-
plary.          
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Phronesis have captured the hearts and minds of British audiences and have developed a fierce 
reputation as one of the most formidable live jazz acts in the UK. They now release their third 
album ‘Alive’ which not only confirms their reputation but looks set to escalate them to the fore-
front of the European contemporary jazz scene. 

Joining Jasper Høiby are two highly original and imaginative musicians. Ivo Neame has already demonstrated his 
ability as a pianist, bandleader and composer on his own highly acclaimed release ‘Caught in the Light of Day’. 
With Phronesis he excels, adding extraordinarily lyrical and expansive melodies over the rhythmically complex, 
groove-driven bass lines. Høiby turned the unavoidable circumstances which led to his regular drummer Anton 
Eger being unable to perform on the Forge dates, into a positive, by inviting USA drummer Mark Guiliana (Avishai 
Cohen/Meshell Ndegeocello) to record with the trio. As Høiby explains, ‘I knew that if any other drummer in the 
world would be able to add this mixture of raw explosive energy and at the same time ultra-controlled finesse, it 
would be Mark. He’s an expert in trio interplay with a voice that is unmistakably his own’. 
With ‘Alive’, Phronesis have created a recording that is sure to stand the test of time - a sheer masterclass in the 
art of communication and creativity.

“the most exciting and imaginative piano trio since EST”. Jazzwise

Phronesis feature on the front cover of Jazzwise magazine (August issue) 
EXTENSIVE PRESS CAMPAIGN TO SUPPORT THIS RELEASE

Phronesis 
Alive

EDN1021 >> 5065001530159 >> CD

1. Blue Inspiration 11:05
2. French 8:35
3. Eight Hours 5:32
4. Abraham’s New Gift 10:08
5. Rue Cinq Diamants 6:09
6. Happy Notes 10:09
7. Love Song 14:06
8. Untitled#2 7:15

Jasper Hoiby - bass
Ivo Neame - piano
Mark Giuliana - drums

LIVE DATES
3rd August – Ronnie Scotts (British Jazz Festival)
7th August – Brecon Jazz Festival

UK PR by Riot Squad Publicity
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A valuable musical and historical document of a glorious era in 
British jazz, with young organ wiz Bob Stuckey in quartet and 
trio line-ups recorded live at Ronnie Scott’s Old Place (the original 
incarnation of the now world famous club). South African legend 
Dudu Pukwana was a regular cohort and is heard here in the 
quartet tracks. Excellent sound quality and inspired musician-
ship on this first time issue from the archives.

The 18 months of the Old Place saga left many indelible marks on the de-
velopment of jazz in Britain and from them into the international scene. 
It was an open-ended laboratory for Mike Westbrook and his cohorts, 
especially John Surman and Mike Osborne. Chris McGregor could stay 
there all night after hours brewing his Brotherhood charts and testing 
them on the gig maybe next evening. And so it roared along…. little bread 
but lots of sustenance. The memories of it, the privilege to have played 
a role in it, are in themselves priceless jewels but best of all are the forty 
years of friendships that have endured from it. Thus I was overjoyed to 
have the chance to resurrect at least a little taste of some of our Saturday 
Night soirees.                           
JOHN JACK November 2009

Bob Stuckey / Dudu Pukwana  
Night Time is the Right Time

60’s Soho Sounds
SGCD007 >> 5020675971127 >> CD digipack

1. Kicks For Sale
2. Jauana’s Dream
3. B, My Dear
4. Messengers
5. Moonshine
6. Like We Did Yesterday
7. Kippie
8. Blessing Light
9. Night In Brentwood

Bob Stuckey - Hammond organ / Dudu 
Pukwana - alto sax / Phil Lee - guitar / 
John Marshall - drums

10. Sweet Georgia Brown
11. I Feel Pretty
12. All Of You
13. When I Grow Too Old To Dream
14. Bob’s Hop

Bob Stuckey - Hammond organ / Terry 
Smith - guitar / Martin Hart - drums

Recorded at Ronnie Scott’s Old Place, 
Gerrard Street, Soho, London (1967/68)
Recordings from the artist’s archives
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1. Vendredi 13 02:39 
2. Dream Of You 04:31 
3. Pêche A La Mouche 03:19 
4. Clair De Lune 03:19 
5. Choti 02:23 
6. Double Jeu 05:15 
7. What Kind Of Friend 03:23 
8. For Sentimental Reasons 02:33 
9. Gipsy Groovin’ 02:35 
10. Coquette 02:41 
11. In A Sentimental Mood 04:15 
12. I’ll Never Smile Again 02:23 
13. Sweet Chorus 03:39 
14. Webster 03:43 
15. Indifference 02:45 
16. Moonglow 02:51 
17. Yours And Mine 02:35 
18. Tears 06:31 
Total time: 61’20

DVD - The making of Djangologists (60’00)

Stochelo Rosenberg - lead guitar
Nous’che Rosenberg - rhythm guitar
Nonnie Rosenberg - double bass
Biréli Lagrène - guitar on 4 tracks, bass on 1 track

The Rosenberg Trio from the Netherlands is regarded by many as 
the leading ensemble in the musical genre of “Manouche Swing” 
or “Gypsy Jazz”, a genre that owes its very existence to Django 
Reinhardt. Since their childhood days, Stochelo, Nous’che and 
Nonnie have been playing together at family reunions, religious 
celebrations and other events. Following the great gypsy musi-
cal tradition, the three cousins were taught to play by ear and to 
practice restlessly, playing the classics over and over again. After 
the release of their first album, “Seresta” (1989), their career has 
taken them worldwide. Violin master Stéphane Grappelli who 
was Django’s partner for many years, adopted the Rosenbergs 
as his working band and brought them to New York’s Carnegie 
Hall to celebrate his 85th birthday on stage (1993). “They are 
absolutely the best of all gypsy jazz musicians I have played with 
in all my life,” Grappelli said.

For their tribute to Django on the occasion of his 100th birthday, 
the Rosenbergs unite with Biréli Lagrène, probably the greatest 
and most original solo guitarist coming out of the Gypsy Jazz 
school. “Biréli is a hero to me,” says Stochelo Rosenberg about 
his guest who shares the soloist’s role with Stochelo on four 
tunes and is featured on electric bass on another one. 

The Rosenberg Trio 
with Bireli Lagrene 

Djangologists

ENJ95582 >> 063757955825 >> CD+DVD digipack

Rather than putting the focus on Django’s most famous 
compositions, “Djangologists” – the Rosenberg Trio’s fif-
teenth album – hails the spirit that has guided Django’s 
work, digging into the less known, the unexpected and the 
unpredictable. It is a tribute to the master – paid by mas-
ters. The enclosed DVD shows the musicians in the studio 
while recording this important project and also offers nice 
interviews with them reflecting their love for Django’s mu-
sic.
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TWO LPS ON ONE CD : 
SOULTRANE and KENNY BURRELL & JOHN COLTRANE

1958 represented a transitional period in John Coltrane’s musical 
career. He had first joined the Miles Davis Quintet in 1955 and 
would form his own celebrated quartet with McCoy Tyner, Jim-
my Garrison and Elvin Jones in 1960. In the intervening years, 
he overcame his narcotics addiction and began to expand on his 
own musical ideas while experimenting with both the Thelonious 
Monk Quartet and the Miles Davis Sextet (featuring Bill Evans 
and Cannonball Adderley). With the later group, he would record 
the famous Kind of Blue, one of the most fascinating jazz albums 
of all time. Although Trane belonged to both the Miles Davis and 
Thelonious Monk groups, he also recorded studio sessions with 
other musicians and presented his own albums during this pe-
riod. Among them were many quartet sides, all of them featuring 
Red Garland on piano and Paul Chambers on bass (both of whom 
he had known from the Miles Davis Quintet). These quartets were, 
in many ways, the predecessors of the 1960 John Coltrane Quar-
tet, and the first album featured here, Soultrane, is a good ex-
ample of this. The second presents a superb quintet session with 
Kenny Burrell, which gives us the rare chance to hear Trane play 
a tenor sax / guitar duet with his co-soloist.

John Coltrane
Soultrane 

PWR27237 >> 8436028693917 >> CD

01 GOOD BAIT 12:08
02 I WANT TO TALK ABOUT YOU 10:56
03 YOU SAY YOU CARE 6:16
04 THEME FOR ERNIE 4:58
05 RUSSIAN LULLABY 5:34
06 FREIGHT TRANE 7:21
07 I NEVER KNEW 7:07
08 LYRESTO 5:44
09 WHY WAS I BORN? 3:14
10 BIG PAUL 14:06
Total Time: 77:28

JOHN COLTRANE,
tenor sax on all tracks, plus:

1-5: Soultrane
Red Garland (p), Paul Chambers (b),
Art Taylor (d).
Hackensack, New Jersey, February 7, 1958.

6-10: Kenny Burrell & John Coltrane
Kenny Burrell (g), Tommy Flanagan (p),
Paul Chambers (b), Jimmy Cobb (d).
Hackensack, New Jersey, March 7, 1958.
“Why Was I Born?” is a duet by Burrell and
Coltrane only.

***** DOWN BEAT original review: Soultrane
“What I do admire in Coltrane is that he is always 
going for something beyond him, and that he never 
falls back on an easy or accepted way of doing 
what he wants to do. By all means hear this one.” 
Dom Cerulli

***** DOWN BEAT original review: Kenny Burrell 
& John Coltrane
“All in all, one of the best examples of jazz in the 
late ‘50s.” Harvey Pekar
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This CD presents the complete original album Chet Bak-
er in New York (Riverside RLP12-299), featuring the West 
Coast trumpeter in the company of a strong New York unit 
including Johnny Griffin, Al Haig, Paul Chambers and 
Philly Joe Jones. These tracks mark the only collaborative
recordings by Baker and Griffin.
As a bonus, we have added one of the two sessions from 
the album Chet Baker Plays the Best of Lerner and Loewe 
(the other session, with Bill Evans on piano, can be found 
on our companion volume Chet Baker and Bill Evans–The 
Complete Legendary Sessions (AJC 99005).
Includes 8-page booklet

Chet Baker
In New York

AJC99022 >> 8436028693894  >> CD

1 FAIR WEATHER 6:56
2 HOTEL 49 9:52
3 BLUE THOUGHTS 7:37
4 POLKA DOTS AND MOONBEAMS 7:57
5 SOLAR 5:51
6 WHEN LIGHTS ARE LOW 6:54
7 SOFT WINDS 6:29
8 THE HEATHER ON THE HILL 5:05*
9 I’VE GROWN ACCUSTOMED TO HER FACE 4:14*
10 ON THE STREET WHERE YOU LIVE 8:37*
11 ALMOST LIKE BEING IN LOVE 4:50*
Total Time: 74:27

CHET BAKER, trumpet
JOHNNY GRIFFIN, tenor sax (on 1-3 only)
AL HAIG, piano
PAUL CHAMBERS, bass
PHILLY JOE JONES, drums
New York, September 1958.

Bonus tracks (8-11):
CHET BAKER, trumpet
HERBIE MANN, flute and tenor sax
ZOOT SIMS, alto and tenor sax
PEPPER ADAMS, baritone sax
BOB CORWIN, piano
EARL MAY, bass
CLIFFORD JARVIS, drums
New York, July 21, 1959.

Although Chet Baker has become best known for his highly lyrical and introspective style (with respect to both his singing and 
horn playing), his sound could also be “forceful” in the style associated with East Coast jazz. Apart from his obvious connec-
tion with the West Coast, Baker was also highly influenced by the New York players. He included a number of Miles Davis 
tunes in his program during many of his 1955 concerts in Europe, and always declared that Miles was “his favorite trumpet 
player”. He had also been chosen by the great Charlie Parker to join his band for his 1952 California dates. The month prior 
to the recording of Chet Baker in New York, Baker had recorded Chet Baker Sings: It Could Happen to You, which was also 
recorded in New York. Chet’s band on the latter album featured New York musicians like Kenny Drew, Sam Jones, Dannie 
Richmond and Philly Joe Jones (alternating on drums).
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KENNY BURRELL
Be Yourself - Live at Dizzy’s Club Coca Cola
HighNote   HCD7208   632375720827
CD     
Kenny Burrell, guitar / Tivon Pennicott - tenor sax, flute / Benny Green, piano /Peter 
Washington, bass / Clayton Cameron, drums
From the very start of his career Kenny Burrell has been described as a bop and hard bop 
player. Some of his early recordings supported this description, but like all the great players, 
Burrell brings his own unique style and sound to his playing. The bop elements are there, to be 
sure, along with blues and a great blend of the two styles. And Burrell consistently proves him-
self to be an exceptional soloist. But, Kenny Burrell also exhibits a much gentler, more melodic 
and expressive style of play. The diversity and elegance of Burrell’s playing is evident throughout 
this exceptionally fine performance, the latest in HighNote’s on-going series captured live at 
Dizzy’s Club Coca-Cola, Jazz at Lincoln Center.

RALPH ALESSI
Cognitive Dissonance
CamJazz   CAMJ7827-2  8024709782724
CD      
For Ralph Alessi this is a debut in grand style on the CAM Jazz label. The New York trumpet 
player-- among the most active innovators in the Big Apple’s downtown scene-- takes a decisive 
step forward in his productions with “Cognitive Dissonance”.
As bandleader and arranger he is equally as amazing:  an organizer of rational and solid sound, 
able to order the flow of the quartet’s ideas and ensure an architectural equilibrium of great 
depth as an ensemble. Naturally the presence of common ideas among some of the most brilliant 
stars on the American scene makes it easier. In the incomparable drumming of Nasheet Waits, 
Alessi finds a precious ally, capable of inventing and destabilizing the leader’s project with his 
virtuous rhythms and his unique colors, in perfect tuning with the solid and fanciful Drew 
Gress, without forgetting Jason Moran, a lyrically melodic pianist who, chorus after chorus, is 
able to extract from his instrument something very unique.

LARRY CORYELL
Prime Picks - The Virtuoso Guitar of Larry Coryell
HighNote   HCD7211   632375721121
CD    
Larry Coryell, guitar with John Hicks, Buster Williams, Ronnie Mathews, Mark Sherman and 
others
Larry Coryell, along with colleague John McLaughlin, nearly single-handedly redefined the tech-
nique and sound of jazz guitar.  He brought what amounted to a nearly alien sensibility to jazz 
electric guitar playing in the 1960s, a hard-edged, cutting tone, phrasing and note-bending that 
owed as much to blues, rock and even country as it did to earlier, smoother bop influences. Yet 
as a true eclectic, armed with a brilliant technique, he is comfortable in nearly every style, cover-
ing almost every base from the most decibel-heavy, distortion-laden electric work to the most 
delicate, soothing, intricate lines on acoustic guitar.  On this best-of anthology, Coryell’s crack-
ling up-tempo bursts and engagingly rough-hewn energy give this music a vividness and infec-
tious enthusiasm that should appeal to a wide spectrum of the guitarist’s jazz and fusion fans.
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RAPHAËL FAYS
Django’s Works
Le Chant du Monde 2741872   794881960620
CD digipack      
Manouche guitar virtuoso Fays is equally at home playing classical or flamenco, but his obses-
sion is the great master, Django Reinhardt, who’s works he played exclusively for many years in 
childhood and adolescence, fine-tuning his precocious skills.
This compilation gathers together 15 of Fays’ interpretations of Django compositions from his 
previous albums for the labels.

MICHEL PORTAL
Turbulence
Le Chant du Monde 2741874   794881960422
CD digipack   
A CD re-issue of a late 80s title by French reedsman Michel Portal (mostly on bass clarinet, but 
also on baritone, tenor and sopranino saxes, and bandoneon). Line-up and instrumentation var-
ies from track to track, but the overall impression is aptly described by the label’s description of 
the album as “music of the ephemeral”. Intrepid and adventurous music-making, floating around 
the further edges of jazz, with Minu Cinelu, André Ceccarelli, Bernard Lubat and Claude 
Barthélémy, Richard Galliano, J-F Jenny-Clark and others.

BARRY HARRIS 
Live In Rennes
Plus Loin   PL4526   794881972326
CD digipack   
A true living jazz legend, and recipient of numerous awards, endowments and accolades for his 
music and his teaching, Barry Harris is still going strong at the age of 81. This trio recording 
was made at the Jazz à l’Ouest festival in France in 2009 with Mathias Allamane on bass and 
Philippe Soirat on drums. The tracks (mostly standards) are interspersed with Harris’s on-stage 
banter, providing an intimate and hugely enjoyable portrait of the pianist. The album comes with 
a 2010 catalogue for the Plus Loin label.

TONY BEVAN
A Big Hand
Foghorn   FOGCD012    5060073261086
CD        
“A Big Hand” is a meeting of the ecstatic jazz of Sunny Murray saxophonist Tony Bevan and the 
industrial rumble of Furt/Barks Phillip Marks and Paul Obermayer, with Steve Reid bassist 
Dominic Lash holding the groove in the middle. Like a Sonny Rollins Trio in a tumble-dryer, or 
Maceo Parker with Kononos No. 1.

SCURVY
Fracture
Hi 4 Head   HFHCD008   5050693250720
CD       
Scurvy’s music is a cacophony of angular melodies, interlocking rhythms, and unrestrained 
improv couched in brutal instrumental rock. Infinitely dynamic, and wildly inventive, the sum 
result is a swath of overlapping rhythms and otherworldly textures.
Scurvy began in 2007 as a vehicle for saxophonist and composer Johnny Butler to explore musi-
cal and conceptual ideas outside of the traditional boundaries. Although their music is frequent-
ly labeled jazz, Scurvy’s music cannot be easily classified, blending metal, noise, punk, brutal 
prog, and free improvisation.
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LISA WAHLANDT
Stay A while
Enja    ENJ91992   767522919929
CD digipack     
TRACKS: 1. Kiss  2. Light My Fire  3. Stay A While  4. My Funny Valentine  5. Here There And 
Everywhere  6. As Tears Go By  7. Enjoy The Silence  8. Gute Nacht  9. I Will Survive  10. Inner 
City Blues
Lisa Wahlandt’s new project, described as “a logbook of love-in-song, a chronology of romance”, 
is totally dedicated to an acoustic blend of classic and modern pop tunes with a touch of jazz and 
bossa nova. The extraordinary voice of Lisa Wahlandt fits perfectly into this totally acoustic set-
ting. In their very own arrangements Lisa and her band (a.k.a. Enja artists Trio ELF) create a very 
special flavour that adds a certain mystical moment to all these tunes.        

KLIMA KALIMA
Loru
Enja    ENJ91982   767522919820
CD            
With their debut album “Chasing Yellow” Klima Kalima established a prominent role as the 
creative spearhead of Berlin’s “young jazz lions”. “Loru” now prooves that they really deserve their 
reputation of being one of the most entertaining, original and adventurous guitar trios of today! 
The band, centred around Finnish guitarist and composer Kalle Kalima, combines outrageous 
improvising, complex composing and a strong feel for ludicrous humor. Nu-jazz pioneer Jimi 
Tenor guests on one track. 

MAGNUS LINDGREN
Batucada Jazz
Enja    ENJ95542   063757955429
CD       
Lindgren’s new album Batucada Jazz amalgamates sophisticated jazz with Brazilian percussion. 
Recorded in Rio de Janeiro, the album is inspired by the samba orchestras of the Rio carnival as 
well as the vibrations of bossa song writers Tom Jobim and Joao Gilberto. Batucada Jazz 
presents twelve new songs by Magnus Lindgren that he recorded with some of the most excellent 
musicians in South America, among them Kiko Continentino, Leonardo Amueto, Armando 
Marcal and Pirulito. Ranging from easy samba sounds and vocals to complex composition, from 
dance grooves to heavy jazz soloing, Lindgren’s fascinating arrangements conjure up an eclectic 
new style in improvised music. Nils Landgren and Funk Unit singer Magnum Coltrane Price both 
appear as guests.
MAGNUS LINDGREN PRESENTS BATUCADA JAZZ LIVE AT THE BRECON JAZZ FESTIVAL

CÉLINE BONACINA TRIO inviting NGUYÊN LÊ 
Way of Life
ACT   ACT9498-2   614427949820
CD digipack   
French saxophonist Bonacina gained her first jazz experience in Parisian big bands, and has 
since worked with Omar Sosa and Andy Sheppard. In 2009 the Jazz á Vienne festival voted her 
the winner of its Jazz Competition – the prize being a festival performance in 2010 and produc-
tion of her new album: Way of Life. Nguyen Le recommended Bonacina to the ACT label and 
ended co-producing the the album as well as playing on four tracks. He says: “There is such a 
contrast between Céline’s graceful appearance, her gentle and spiritual yet also slightly impish 
manner, and the fire which burns in every single one of her sounds.“ Her trio consists of electric 
bass and drums, forcefully driving this exhilarating music ever forward. 
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EVAN PARKER & STEN SANDELL
Psalms
Psi    Psi10.05   5030243100521
CD digipack      

A sequence of six duo improvisations on tenor saxophone & church organ recorded at St 
Peter’s, Whitstable in 2009.

Pat THOMAS / Raymond STRID / Clayton THOMAS   
Wazifa
Psi    Psi10.04   5030243100422
CD digipack       

PAT THOMAS (piano and synthesizer), CLAYTON THOMAS (double bass), RAYMOND STRID 
(percussion) recorded in concert at the 2009 Perspectives Festival, Västerås, Sweden.

JOHN RUSSELL
Hyste
Psi    Psi10.06   5030243100620
CD digipack     

A sequence of three solo acoustic guitar improvisations recorded at St Peter’s, Whitstable 2009.

RIVIÈRE COMPOSERS POOL
Summer Works 2009
Emanem   EM5301   5030243530120
3CD        
KENT CARTER (double bass), THEO JÖRGENSMANN (clarinet), ALBRECHT MAURER (violin, 
viola), ETIENNE ROLIN (clarinet, basset horn, alto flute)
The first CD contains the results of a studio session that was the first time that Carter, 
Jörgensmann and Maurer had worked as a trio. On the following day, the quartet played a con-
cert, which can be heard on the third CD. They also made some music, preserved on the second 
CD, just before the concert. The rest of the second CD contains the results of a later studio duo 
session by Carter and Rolin. The totally improvised music shows their individual strengths as 
well as their ability to work together. It was not originally intended to issue a 3-CD set, but even 
though some editing took place in all four groups of recordings, there was still far too much 
superb music to fit onto just 2 CDs - so be prepared for three hours of excellence. 182 minutes.         
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TONY MARSH
Stops
Psi    Psi10.07   5030243100729
CD digipack   

TONY MARSH (percussion) & VERYAN WESTON (church organ). An improvised sequence of 
eleven duos and four percussion solos recorded at St Peter’s, Whitstable 2009.


